MAMTA MODERN SR. SEC. SCHOOL
Class 3 Worksheet 2
Nouns (common and proper noun)

Q1. Unjumble the words within the brackets and fill in the blanks.
a) My uncle grows __________ and sugarcane on his farm. (hawet)
b) The violin and the __________ are musical instruments. (agirtu)
c) __________ are a rich source of vitamins. (riufst)
d) I help mother water the __________. (nsptla)
e) Do not waste electricity and __________. (rtawe)

Q2. Write the following words against the correct headings.
( toothbrush
pen

Arjun
Yamuna

planet
Red Fort

February
sister

singer
Bhopal )

a) Common nouns: _____________________________________________
b) Proper nouns: ______________________________________________

Q3. Write a proper noun for each of these common nouns.
COMMON NOUN
mountain
book
month
name
magazine
planet
leader
river

PROPER NOUN

WORKSHEET -2
1.Add and write the sum:
i)22 + 100 =

ii)472 + 10 =

iii)130 + 1 =

iv)200 + 20 =

iv)51 + 10 =

vi)213 + 0 =

Q2.Add and write sum:
a)8 2
+5 6
-----------------------

b)3 9

c)1 6 1

+4 8
-----------

+8 1 6
--------------

-----------

--

--------------

Q3.Complete the sentence:
a)Seema has 38 mangoes. Her sister gave her 49 more mangoes.
Now Seema has _______________ mangoes in all.

b)115 boys and 42 girls went for picnic. Therefore ________
children went to picnic.

c)On a shelf 76 books were kept and 24 books were kept on
another shelf. __________ books were there on the shelves.

WORKSHEET OF SCIENCE
Things Around Us
Class III/ Sec ____Name __________Roll no _______
Q1.Group the following pictures into natural and man-made things :

NATURAL THINGS

Q2.Write down the breathing organ and method of reproduction :

Breathing organ

Method of
Reproduction

MAN-MADE
THINGS

Q3. Difference between Plants and Animals on the basis of following features:
Features

Plants

Animals

FOOD
GROWTH
REPRODUCTION
MOVEMENT
BREATHING

Q4. Answer the following questions:

(i)Identify and name the picture.

__________________________________________________________
(ii)Is it a green or non-green plant?

__________________________________________________________
(iii)Can they make their own food?

__________________________________________________________
(iv)How they make their food?

__________________________________________________________

